
     

   

Hi Chaingangers 

Saturday reminded me why the Sabie mountains are so special, even without the 

great single track that Dennis has peppered the landscape with Sabie would still be 

my Mountain Biking home ground. Few of the climbs are easy and the mix of man 

made forest punctuated by indigenous jungle, running water and that seductive but 

fickle red clay all make for riding that is as rewarding as it can be tough. I would 

suspect that 90% of you reading this weren't even thinking of riding a bike off 

road back in the nineties but Dennis and I had the privilege to enjoy these rugged 

hills way back when, on skinny steel 26ers with rubber sprung forks and canti 

brakes, and I would beg to say it was just as exciting then as it is now. I don’t ride 

to show off my latest bike, or post endless drivel on Whats App groups and I’m not 

even a big fan of racing, but give me a couple of good mates (or not) and some big 

mountains and I’ll ride all day, I’ll hurt on the climbs, drink in the view and rail the 

downs, single track or not, its the suffering and reward that quenches the 

thirst. I’ve ridden all over South Africa, Austria, Uk, China and I can find no 

reason to place any of them above our own local Mecca, so we did the 45km course 

and if you ride for the same reason I do, then prepare to suffer a bit but reap a 

reward more substantial than finishing times or podiums – only in Sabie! 

The Sabie Classic is THIS WEEKEND! Get entered and don’t miss out! Valencia will 

have the massive chill zone for all Chaingangers to enjoy, come for a pre race bike 

check or enjoy some ice cold water and cool drink afterwards – there’s even a 

chance of Uncle Shoaibs famous Boerie rolls! All welcome, you can’t miss it! 

The 75 and 110kms are Saturday and the shorter distances all on Sunday, Spur is 

catering and the Sabie Brewing Company is on site with its excellent craft beer! 

Its  huge family day out and the one Lowveld event no true cyclist can miss! 

SEE YA THERE!!!! 
 

Valencia has still got some ARGUS BIKE TRANSPORT spots available! Give me 

shout if you are interested! 
 



CHAINSUCK 

Sabie is getting a bit of a bad rap due to the striking etc, all I can say is please, 

reign in those emotions and don’t judge without getting some perspective. Sabie is 

a diamond in the rough, it should be the Dullstroom of the Lowveld but the Council 

is run from Lydenburg and if you think that its sad that the potholes haven’t been 

fixed, or the services in the Town are neglected then how must the guys in the 

township feel when they have no services at all and feel totally abandoned by those 

they trusted to govern. Lets hope they get the attention they need and Sabie can 

recover and grow into what it should be. 
 

As per below, 2016 means new races, new things going on, to ensure you keep up to 

date please make sure your membership is valid, we’ll be curtailing newsletters to 

non members in February so don’t miss out! 

We are still the BEST value club in South Africa! 

R500 for a 12 full months! 

Family members a measly R150! 

Free riding shirt! 

10% Discount at MPU’s biggest Cycle Store – Valencia V-Bike! 

Weekly Pulitzer Prize winning newsletters! 

SMS service! 

Race hospitality at the Valencia Chill Zones! 
 

If you not sure just reply to Sandy on this e mail and she will get back to you, you 

can also arrange credit card payment – just tell her and we’ll sort it out! 

Couldn’t be simpler! 
 

In case you missed it, here’s a recap of the upcoming races: 
 

Then its the Sabie Classic on 20/21 Feb, once again we are the flagship race in the 

Ashburton series and already the Europeans are entering, again with the Epic 

contributing XCO points towards Olympic qualification there are a ton of 

foreigners in SA taking advantage of our cheap Rand and easy UCI points! (or so 

they think! - points I mean, the Rand’s a lost cause). 
 

For 2016 Valencia has printed 5000 race calendars which are free at the reception 

and ideal to slap on yer fridge next to your 3 year olds creepy picture of daddy 

digging a hole I the garden… 

 

And guys please make sure you have renewed your membership, its valid for 12 

months and you can pay by EFT or even credit card at Valencia, you also need to 



check your CSA licence and renew that if its expired otherwise you’ll get nailed 

R35 at Barberton! Go to www.cyclingsa.com and see the fantastic benefits that 

your 12 month CSA membership gives you, including the R20000 medical cover! 
 

Two big dates for 2016 are the 1st of the CSA Nastional Cross Country series at 

Mankele on the 30th January – all you Spur School kids should be there! 
 

Also the same day is the Barberton Marathon for all the local hero’s! 
 

BTW, for all the latest MTB news and general skinny follow me on Twitter - @brett_mtb, Im 

also using it to announce rides now as well as sms. 

See ya on the dirt! 

Cheers Brett. 

082 774 5821 

Brettc@lantic.net  
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